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For the blushing Bride.
Welcome to the ultimate advanced beauty guide 
for brides-to-be (a bride bible if you like).

So your dreaming of glowing skin, bright sparkling 
eyes, sculpted arms and shoulders, a nipped-in waist, 
perfect nails - and the most important thing to ensure 
you look and feel your absolute best on your big day... 
CONFIDENCE as you walk down the aisle.

You’re in luck! You could call us the fairy Godmother of 
blushing brides waving our 'aesthetic’ wand and 
offering you a range of the most advanced, safe and 
effective non-surgical solutions to ensure you simply 
ooze bridal elegance and beauty.

The reason many brides look so blushing, polished and 
utterly gorgeous, on their wedding day, is not just 
because they’re high on love and Champagne (though 
that certainly helps!) it’s because their beauty prep 
began long before the invitations went out...

Here’s our guide to achieving your wedding day 
glow-goals.

you can thank us later...





Brighten, Polish, Breakouts

Skin Peels - ranging from mild, with no downtime, to 
medi-grade for powerful resurfacing from £45.

Microdermabrasion - polish and refine for a smooth, 
fresh appearnace (ideal for makeup to sit better)  from 
£45.

Extraction - deep cleansing of the pores to avoid 
breakouts from clogging (as part of a deep cleanse facial) 
from £45.

Dermalux LED - power led-light therapy for plumping, 
enhancing a dewy youthful appearance and controling 
acne prone skin and breakouts. Also to even skin tone (as 
used by MM for the royal wedding from £40.

Obagi Prescription Skin Care - award winning medical 
grade prescriptive skin care  from £80.

Thread Veins

IPL Treatment - dramatically reduce the appearance
of thread veins on the face and body (usually a course 
of 3 treatments is recommended) from £75.

SKIN.



Lines & Wrinkles on Face

Botox - Smooth and soften lines and wrinkles, lift brows 
from £200 (by area).

Dermal Filler - to add volume to lips, cheeks, to plump 
sinking eye bags, correct lumps and bump in the nose 
from £275 per 1ml syringe.

Sculpta® - FDA-approved injectable that helps gradually 
replace lost collagen — an underlying cause of facial 
aging from £375 per vial. 

for Hands

Profhilo, made of pure HA (something you naturally have 
in your skin but lose with age) can be injected just under 
the skin and spreads around the localised area to plump, 
hydrate and reduce sagging skin from £325 per vial.

3JUVE fractional laser targets your epidermis (top layer 
of skin) and causes dramatic skin renewal and re-textures 
the surface of the skin.  This helps to smooth out any 
uneven areas, scaring and lines leading to a ‘silky’ soft 
skin texture - from £75.

INJECTABLES.

RESURFACING.





OH-MY Thighs!

(cryo+cav+rf+vacuum)

2 or 4 x Cryo Fat Freezes (inner thighs, 
or outer thighs, or both) followed by 
8 x slim & sculpt sessions.

£900 / £1150

The Bum Lift + Sculpt

(cryo+cav+rf+vacuum)

2 x Cryo Freezes (horizontally placed 
under the ‘bum-cheeks’) followed by 
8 x tailored treatments for your shape.

- to curve, smooth & sculpt the bum
you’ve always wanted.

£950

Top-to-toe Total Slim

14 Cryo Fat Freezes to target any 
area you wish to slim and reduce fat 
(all 14 to be taken within 1 month, for 
fat ‘pockets’ and subject to 
consultation of suitability).

£1000

TOTAL-Tummy-Transformation

(cryo+cav+rf+vacuum)

4 x Cryo Freeze (on upper and lower 
tummy / love-handles) followed by 8 x
slim & sculpt sessions.

£1125
I’m ALL-FRONT

(cryo+cav+rf+vacuum)

1 or 2 x Cryo Fat Freezes on upper or 
lower or both followed by 8 x slim & 
sculpt sessions.

£925 / £1000

Bye-Bye Bingo-wings!

(cryo+rf+vacuuum)

2 x Cryo  Fat Freezes followed by x 8 
lift & tighten sessions.

£850

Cryo Fat Freeze
Single Area (chin, tummy etc) £200              
2 Area Freeze ( thighs, arms)  £300
Single+Double Area £400    

Genie Body Toning

Single Session £35 10 Sessions £275

      BODY.



HIFU for Fat Reduction. Botox Wrinkle Injections.

Profhilo 

OBAGI for pigmentation.
Sculptra to restore volume/smooth lines.

Cryo+cavitation+RF Book a FREE, no obligation consultation.

Skin, Body and Cosmetic Clinic

Exeter (01392) 690188
Plymouth (01752) 222107

www.sandoncourtclinic.co.uk

Dermalux LED
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